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Abstract: Conventional spiral-type transverse reinforcement is effective at increasing the ductility
and the maximum strength of reinforced concrete (RC) columns because it confines the inner concrete
and the longitudinal reinforcement. However, when arranging crossties in a RC column with spirals,
problems such as mutual interference with longitudinal reinforcement, overcrowding of reinforcement,
and deterioration of constructability occur. Furthermore, the loosening of 90 and 130-degree standard
hooks due to the lateral expansion of concrete causes buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement.
This paper describes the ability of a newly developed spiral-type transverse reinforcement with
various yield strengths to confine RC columns subjected to cyclic lateral load and constant axial
load. The ductility capacity, energy dissipation, and effective stiffness of RC columns confined by the
developed spiral-type transverse reinforcement were compared with those of RC columns confined by
typical rectangular reinforcement. The experimental results showed that RC column specimens with
the developed spiral-type transverse reinforcement have better performances in terms of ductility
capacity and energy dissipation, even though the amount of reinforcement used for the specimens
decreased by about 27% compared with the specimen with typical rectangular reinforcement.

Keywords: reinforced concrete column; confinement effects; energy dissipation

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) columns subject to both central axial load and flexural load undergo a
rapid deterioration of strength due to lateral expansion of inner concrete after delamination of the
concrete cover. At this point, transverse reinforcement of RC columns confines the lateral expansion of
core concrete, thus increasing the compressive strength and ductility under lateral load. The lateral
confinement performance of RC columns is influenced by the strength ratio of transverse reinforcement
and concrete, the amount and shape of transverse reinforcement, and the shear span to depth ratio [1–10].
Many models have been developed based on experiments to predict the strength and behavior of
RC columns and concrete cylinders with shear reinforcement [11–18]. Extensive research has also
been conducted not only on conventional crossties, but also on interlocking spirals to suppress lateral
expansion of core concrete and buckling of longitudinal reinforcement, as well as shear reinforcement
of RC columns using Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) [19–27].

Transverse reinforcement of RC columns can be largely classified into crossties and spiral
reinforcement. Compared to crossties, spiral reinforcement can effectively confine the inner concrete of
RC columns, and is thus more advantageous in enhancing ductility. However, due to difficulties in bar
arrangement during construction, there is a higher demand for columns with rectangular cross-sections
than for those with circular cross-sections. As such, most columns have shear reinforcement in the
form of crossties, which are also more common than spiral reinforcement even in rarer columns with
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circular cross-sections. In terms of ductility enhancement, introducing sub-ties is more efficient than
decreasing the spacing of transverse reinforcement. Sub-ties are effective at suppressing the lateral
expansion of core concrete, and also prevent the buckling of longitudinal reinforcement. The use of
conventional sub-ties with 90-degree and 135-degree standard hooks can result in problems such as
mutual interference with longitudinal reinforcement, overcrowding of reinforcement, poor filling of
concrete, and deterioration of constructability. When subject to repeated lateral forces such as seismic
loads, the loosening of 90-degree hooks causes a decrease in effective lateral confinement, which may
contribute to buckling and weakening of longitudinal reinforcement.

This study proposed a new type of transverse reinforcement with spirally arranged crossties to
improve the constructability of RC columns and to resolve structural issues associated with conventional
crossties. Cyclic loading tests were performed on RC columns with the new spiral-type transverse
reinforcement and subject to a central axial load. The effects of transverse reinforcement shape and
yield strength on crack formation, ductility capacity, energy dissipation capacity, and effective stiffness
in relation to drift angle were assessed. In addition, the constructability of RC column members was
evaluated by measuring time consumed in arranging the proposed transverse reinforcement.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Materials

The concrete mixture specifications are given in Table 1. Ready-mixed concrete with a design
strength of 24 MPa was used to manufacture the specimens, as described in Table 1. Concrete cylinders
with dimensions of φ100 mm × 200 mm were manufactured in accordance with ASTM C31/C31M.
The compressive strength of the concrete was tested according to ASTM C39/C39M. The mean
compressive strength of concrete measured in the cylinder test was 22.4 MPa. This value was used to
predict the shear strength of specimens.

Table 1. Proportions of concrete mixture.

f’c Gmax W/C S/a Unit Weight(kg/m3) Slump

(MPa) (mm) (%) (%) W C S G AD (mm)

24 25 49.7 48.5 82 214 872 936 69.3 120

f’c: compressive strength of concrete, Gmax: maximum size of coarse aggregate, W/B: water binder ratio,
S/a: fine aggregate modulus, W: water, C: cement, S: fine aggregate, G: coarse aggregate, and AD: water
reducing admixture.

Two types of reinforcing bars were used to manufacture the specimens. D19 (286.7 mm2) deformed
bars with a yield strength of 523 MPa were used for longitudinal reinforcement of all specimens.
D10 (71.3 mm2) deformed bars with yield strengths of 540 MPa, 554 MPa, 788 MPa, and 1328 MPa
were used for transverse reinforcement. Table 2 shows the physical properties of the reinforcing bars.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of reinforcing steel.

Specimen Reinf. Bar fy (MPa) εy Es (MPa) Remarks

H-F D10 540 0.0027 200,000
Transverse

reinforcement
KSS-5 Φ10 554 0.0028 197,857
KSS-7 Φ10 788 0.0039 202,051
KSS-12 Φ10 1328 0.0066 201,212

All Specimens D19 523 0.0028 186,586 Longitudinal
reinforcement

fy: yield strength of reinforcement, εy: yield strain of reinforcement, and Es: modulus of elasticity.

2.2. Specimen Details

To evaluate the lateral confinement effect of RC columns in relation to shape and strength of
transverse reinforcement, this study fabricated four specimens as shown in Table 3. H-F refers to RC
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column specimens with rectangular transverse reinforcement, while KSS-5, KSS-7, and KSS-12 are
specimens with the proposed KSS-transverse reinforcement comprised of rectangular and octagonal
spirals. The numbers 5, 7, and 12 in the KSS specimen name represent the yield strength grade of the
proposed transverse reinforcement, that is, 500 MPa, 700 MPa, and 1200 MPa, respectively.

Table 3. Properties of specimens.

Specimen f’c
(MPa)

ρw
(-)

fwy
(MPa)

ρwfwy
(MPa)

B
(mm)

D
(mm)

d
(mm)

s
(mm)

v
(mm3)

H-F

22.4

0.0051 540 2.75

450 450 400 125

235,504
KSS-5

0.0037
554 2.04

171,387KSS-7 788 2.91
KSS-12 1328 4.90

f’c: compressive strength of concrete, ρw: volume ratio of transverse reinforcement, fwy: yield strength of transverse
reinforcement, s: spacing of transvere reinforcement, and v: volume of transvere reinforcement.

Figure 1 shows details of bar arrangement of H-F specimens with conventional rectangular
transverse reinforcement and KSS specimens with the proposed spiral-type shear reinforcement.
As shown in Figure 1, rectangular crossties were spaced 125 mm apart in H-F specimens, and sub-ties
having 90-degree and 135-degree bending angles in longitudinal and lateral directions as specified in
the ACI design code were arranged with the same spacing. As shown in Figure 1b, KSS specimens had
rectangular crossties and octagonal sub-ties arranged spirally to facilitate confinement of longitudinal
reinforcement at the edges and inner longitudinal reinforcement. The rectangular crossties were given
the same spacing as the crossties of the H-F specimens.
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Figure 1. Details of specimens (Unit: mm): (a) H-F; (b) KSS.

All specimens had square cross-sections with width (B) of 450 mm and column depth (D) of
450 mm; the shear span to depth ratio (a/d) was set to 2.0. The effective depth (d) was set to 400 mm
in consideration of the concrete cover and crosstie diameter. All specimens had four longitudinal
reinforcing bars (D19) with yield strength of 523 MPa on each side to prevent shear failure and
induce flexural failure due to yielding of longitudinal reinforcement before other types of failure.
Transverse reinforcements (D10) were arranged at a spacing of 125 mm. In Table 3, the reinforcement
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ratio (ρw.H) of each specimen was calculated using the following:

ρw.H =
As.H

B · s
(1)

α =
vKSS
vH

(2)

ρw.KSS = α · ρw.H. (3)

Here, ρw.H and ρw.KSS are the transverse reinforcement ratios of specimens with rectangular
crossties and specimens with the proposed spiral-type crossties. As.H is the cross-sectional area of
the rectangular crossties, vH and vKSS are the volume of rectangular crossties and of the proposed
spiral-type crossties for transverse reinforcement with spacing s, and α is the ratio of vKSS to vH.

Since the proposed spiral-type crossties have octagonal sub-ties arranged spirally between
rectangular crossties, this study used vKSS/vH instead of the volume ratio of spiral reinforcement
comprised of square or circular steel to calculate the transverse reinforcement ratio ρw.KSS of KSS
specimens, expressing it in terms of the transverse reinforcement ratio of the H-F specimens.
Through Equations (1)–(3), KSS specimens were found to have the same ρw of 0.0037. These were more
advantageous in that the amount of reinforcement was 27% less than that of H-F specimens with the
same crosstie spacing s.

2.3. Test Setup and Instrumentation

Using a hydraulic pressure system, the test specimens were subjected to reversed cyclic bending,
shear, and axial load in a setup with vertically fixed top and bottom stubs. Lateral force was applied to
the loading frame connected to the upper stub. The lateral force actuator, with a loading capacity of
1000 kN, was located so that point of contra flexure is produced at the midspans of the specimens.
An axial force corresponding to 15% of the compressive strength of the column was continuously applied
using a vertical actuator with a loading capacity of 2000 kN until the end of the test. Figure 2a presents
details of the loading and measurement system. Several linear variable displacement transducers
(LVDT) were installed to measure the drift angles of specimens. Two LVDTs of 300 mm were installed
on the upper and lower stubs of the specimens; average measurements were used to calculate the drift
angle. The strain in the transverse and longitudinal reinforcement was measured used strain gauges
attached to the reinforcing bar surface. Figure 2b shows the loading protocol used in this testing
program. The specimens were loaded monotonically up to the first yield drift angle, δy, followed by a
series of drift-controlled loading cycles comprising two full cycles with specified drift angles of about
±2δy, ±3δy·····. The tests were terminated when the lateral force in the post-peak load-deformation
curve dropped to approximately 85% of the peak-recorded load.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 11 
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3. Experimental Results and Discussions

3.1. Load Versus Drift Angle Relations

The lateral load vs. drift of the specimens are presented in Figure 3 Quantitative values of
measured yield and maximum load, and drift angles, are given in Table 4. It was observed that the
longitudinal reinforcement of specimen H-F yielded at a drift angle of −1.24%, and the load reached
the maximum value at −441.4 kN at the drift angle of −1.88% in the negative direction. At the drift
angle of −4.01%, where the load dropped below 80% of the maximum load, the test was terminated.
On the other hand, longitudinal reinforcements of specimens KSS-5, 7, and 12 yielded at drift angles
less than −1.04%, earlier than specimen H-F. The average yield load, Py, of specimens KSS-5, 7, and 12
was about 3.1% lower than that of specimen H-F, while the average maximum load of the specimens
was very similar to that of specimen H-F. The effective stiffness of the specimens with KSS at yield load
increased as the yield strength of the transverse reinforcement increased. After peak load, the strength
of specimen KSS-7 dramatically decreased, to below 80% of the maximum strength, and thus the
test was finished at the drift angle of −3.08%. The observed ductility of specimen KSS-7 is lower
than that of the other specimens. It was confirmed that specimen KSS-7 experienced bond failure
between longitudinal reinforcement and concrete after maximum load. All specimens showed similar
behavior in terms of load vs. drift angle. These experimental results verify that the proposed transverse
reinforcement effectively suppressed the lateral expansion of concrete, thereby increasing the maximum
strength and ductility of the RC columns.
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Figure 3. Lateral load versus drift angle relationships: (a) H-F; (b) KSS-5; (c) KSS-7; (d) KSS-12.
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Table 4. Results of cyclic loading tests.

Specimen Loading
Direction

At Yielding of
Reinforcement At Peak Load At 0.8 Pmax

Failure Mode
Py

(kN)
Dy
(%)

Pmax
(kN)

Dmax
(%)

Pu
(kN)

Du
(%)

H-F
Positive 399.3 1.35 407.9 1.87 326.4 4.04 Flexural/Buckling

Negative −433.9 −1.24 −441.4 −1.88 −353.1 −4.01

KSS-5
Positive 380.3 1.49 393.1 1.89 314.5 4.01

FlexuralNegative −454.6 −1.16 −467.0 −1.95 −373.6 −4.07

KSS-7
Positive 409.9 1.64 412.0 1.35 330.1 3.02 Flexural/Bond

Negative −409.5 −1.01 −435.8 −1.33 −348.7 −3.08

KSS-12
Positive 426.8 1.33 439.4 1.78 351.5 4.02

FlexuralNegative −418.5 −0.96 −421.6 −1.33 −337.3 −4.10

Notation-Py: yield load, Pmax: maximum load, Pu: ultimate load (0.8 Pmax), Dy: drift angle at Py, Dmax: drift angle
at Pmax and Du: drift angle at Pu.

3.2. Crack Patterns and Failure Modes

Crack patterns of the specimens at maximum load are shown in Figure 4. In specimens with an
axial force ratio of 15%, flexural cracks were first observed at a 0.5% drift angle at both plastic hinge
regions. Except for specimen KSS-12, bond cracks appeared along the longitudinal reinforcement,
with an increase in the number of flexural cracks when the drift angle Fexceeded 1.0%. In general,
bond cracks are observed on RC members when shear span-to-effective depth ratio (a/d) lies within
a range of 1.0 to 2.5. In the case of specimen KSS-7, remarkable bond cracks occurred along the
longitudinal reinforcement. The bond cracks induced failure of that specimen earlier than for the other
specimens after maximum load. Concrete deterioration due to cyclic loading was observed in both
plastic hinge regions.
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Figure 5 shows the status of reinforcements in the lower plastic hinge region of specimens after
the cyclic loading test. It was observed that crossties with 90 and 130-degree standard hooks in
specimen H-F became loose due to the lateral expansion of concrete. Furthermore, buckling of the
longitudinal reinforcement was observed in the specimen. The buckling of longitudinal reinforcement
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degrades the load-carrying capacity of RC structures subjected to seismic loads [28]. Compared with
specimens KSS, specimen H-F showed remarkable spalling of concrete cover in the plastic hinge region.
In the case of specimens KSS, buckling of longitudinal reinforcement was not observed. This means
that the rectangular shear reinforcement and the octagon-shaped sub-ties confined the longitudinal
reinforcement and inner concrete until failure. Kani et al. [29] found that when a/d of RC members
is smaller than 2.5, the shear resistance of RC members increases significantly. It means that the
structural performance of RC members with a/d greater than 2.5 is likely to be determined by the
bending resistance. It is well known that using spiral reinforcement can greatly improve the bending
capacity of RC columns. Thus, it can be understood that the proposed transverse reinforcement (KSS)
is effective at improving the strength and lateral load-carrying capacity of RC columns with a shear
span-to-effective depth ratio of more than 2.5.
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3.3. Ductility and Energy Dissipation Capacity

The ductility and energy dissipation capacity of the specimens were experimentally investigated
in this study. The effective stiffnesses, the ductility factor (µ), and the energy dissipation capacity for
each specimen are given in Table 5. The ductility factor (µ) was taken as the ratio of ultimate story
drift, ∆u, to story drift corresponding to yield load, ∆y. In this study, a story drift corresponding to 80%
of the maximum load was taken as ultimate story drift ∆u. The energy dissipation, W, was defined as
the sum of the area enclosed by the load-story drift curves.

Table 5. Comparison of ductility factor and energy dissipation.

No.
(i)

Specimen ρwfwy

Effective Stiffness Ductility Factor Energy Dissipation

Ke.y Ke.max Ke.u µ µi/µ1 W Wi/W1

(N/mm) (N/mm) (N/mm) (-) (-) (J) (-)

1 H-F 2.75 19,440.0 13,043.7 4891.9 3.23 1.00 148,702.1 1.00
2 KSS-5 2.04 21,772.0 13,304.8 5099.6 3.51 1.08 150,297.2 1.01
3 KSS-7 2.91 22,524.8 18,203.8 6589.7 3.05 0.94 145,008.7 0.98
4 KSS-12 4.90 24,218.8 17,610.7 4570.5 4.27 1.32 164,628.7 1.11

Notation-i: number of specimens, Ke.y: effective stiffness at yield load, Ke.max: effective stiffness at maximum load,
Ke.u: effective stiffness at ultimate load.

Although the amount of transverse reinforcement was reduced by about 27%, the effective stiffness
of the specimens with KSS at yield load in the negative direction was greater than that of specimen H-F.
Ke.y increased as the yield strength of transverse reinforcement increased. Specimen KSS-7, moreover,
showed the highest effective stiffness at the maximum load and showed the lowest effective stiffness
reduction rate among all specimens. In terms of ductility capacity, while specimen KSS-7 showed a
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ductility factor similar to that of specimen H-F, specimens KSS-5 and 12 showed a greater ductility
factor, which increased in proportion to the yield strength of the reinforcement. The energy dissipation
also showed a trend similar to the ductility factor.

Figure 6 uses an index, ρw fw f , to compare the ductility and energy dissipation capacities of the
specimens. Considering that specimen KSS-7 experienced bond failure, it can be understood from
Figure 6a that even if the utilized transverse reinforcement ratio, ρw, is reduced, the ductility capacity
of the RC columns can then be improved by increasing the yield strength of the reinforcement, fw f .
Figure 6b presents the ratio of the energy dissipated in specimens with KSS to that dissipated in
specimen H-F at each drift angle. As a result of the cyclic loading test, specimen KSS-5, due to its lower
effective stiffnesses of up to 3.0% of the drift angle, showed energy dissipations lower than those of
specimen H-F; however, both specimens showed similar energy dissipation capacities at the end of the
test. Specimen KSS-12 showed the best performance in terms of the ductility and energy dissipation.
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Figure 6. Comparison of ductility factor and energy dissipation: (a) Ductility factor; (b) Energy dissipation.

It was found that the seismic performance of RC columns with the same cross-sectional property
can be enhanced by increasing the yield strength of transverse reinforcement. Furthermore, it is possible
to reduce the amount of reinforcing steel used for the construction of reinforced concrete structures if
the inner concrete and the longitudinal reinforcement are confined by transverse reinforcement with
an appropriate shape.

4. Constructability of Proposed Transverse Reinforcement

This study performed mockup tests to evaluate the constructability of RC columns in relation
to the shape of the transverse reinforcement. The arrangement of transverse reinforcement was
done by skilled workers; constructability between H-F and KSS specimens was compared based
on the assembly time of the transverse reinforcement. The specimens were fabricated considering
the cross-sections of columns in actual RC structures. Table 6 presents information on specimen
cross-sections and arrangement details, and assembly times of transverse reinforcement measured
during the mockup tests. The average assembly time of transverse reinforcement was 56 min 12 s for
H-F specimens, and 21 min 12 s for KSS specimens. The assembly time for transverse reinforcement
of KSS specimens was 60% faster than that of H-F specimens. This is because KSS specimens pull
down transverse reinforcement from the top of longitudinal reinforcement in a spring-like manner to
fit the given spacing, whereas H-F specimens introduce 90 and 130-degree standard hooks between
transverse reinforcement after completing the arrangement of transverse reinforcement. The evaluation
of structural performance and constructability showed that the proposed transverse reinforcement
will have advantages over conventional rectangular reinforcement in terms of reduced amount of
reinforcement in fabricating column members and improved constructability.
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Table 6. Comparison of constructability between H-F and KSS.

Specimens BxD
(mm)

H
(mm)

s
(mm) 1st 2nd 3rd Average

H-F
500 × 500 3500 135

43’40” 56’50” 68’06” 56’12”
KSS 20’32” 21’35” 21’30” 21’12”

KSS/H-F 47.0% 38.0% 31.6% 37.7%

5. Conclusions

In this study, an experiment was conducted to evaluate the flexural performance of RC columns
confined with a newly developed spiral type transverse reinforcement (KSS). Experimental results were
compared with an RC column confined with a conventional hoop reinforcement. The experimental
results showed that KSS transverse reinforcement, due to its superior confinement effect for concrete
and longitudinal reinforcement, increases the effective stiffness of columns at yield and maximum
strength. Moreover, the results showed that the ductility and energy dissipation capacities of RC
columns with KSS were improved compared with those of an RC column with conventional hoops,
even though the amount of reinforcement used decreased by about 27%. Finally, it was found that KSS
is effective at reducing the amounts of steel and time required to arrange transverse reinforcement.
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